
CS229 Handout: Forward Dynamis with Spatial VetorsForward Dynamis with Spatial Vetors1 The Dynamis EquationThe motion of any dynami system an be desribed with the following equation:Q = H(q) �q+C(q; _q) (1)whereQ = generalized foresq = generalized positions_q = generalized veloities�q = generalized aelerationsH(q) = mass / inertia oeÆientsC(q; _q) = gravity and veloity ontributions to Q (e.g. entrifugal and oriolis fores)For a single rigid body, Equation 1 beomes the familiar Newton-Euler dynami equations:" f� # = " M 00 I # " �x_! #+ " �mg! � I! # (2)where f = fore, a vetor in <3� = torque, a vetor in <3m = mass of the bodyM = mass matrix, salar m times the 3x3 identity matrixI = inertia tensor of the body, a 3x3 matrixg = aeleration due to gravity, a vetor in <3�x = linear aeleration of the body, a vetor in <3! = angular veloity of the body, a vetor in <3_! = angular aeleration of the body, a vetor in <3In other words, for this example,Q = " f� # ; H(q) = " M 00 I # ; �q = " �x_! # ; C(q; _q) = " �mg! � I! # (3)
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Figure 1: Generalized positions for a 2D jumping lamp.An artiulated body suh as an animated harater or robot will have a more omplex set ofequations. Setting up the dynamis of suh a system starts with de�ning the generalized positionterms q that will speify the on�guration of the system. For a 2D jumping lamp with two joints(Figure 1), the pose of the lamp is ompletely determined by parameters q below:q = 2666664 xBASEyBASE�BASE�1�2
3777775 (4)There is a generalized fore assoiated with eah of the generalized position terms. A generalizedfore does work to ause a hange in its orresponding position term. For example, torques at thejoints are applied to ause hanges in the joint angles at those joints. In this example, we have:Q = 2666664 fBASE;xfBASE;y�BASE�1�2
3777775 (5)For this system of linked bodies, matrix H(q) and vetor C(q; _q) are muh more omplex andlaborious to alulate than the equivalent terms for a rigid body. Our goal is to ompute theseterms without ever having to look at them.



CS229 Handout: Forward Dynamis with Spatial Vetors1.1 Forward and Inverse DynamisGiven the dynamis equation, Equation 1, the forward and inverse dynamis problems are posedas follows:� Forward Dynamis: Solve for aelerations �q given fores Q, positions q, and veloities _q.� Inverse Dynamis: Solve for fores Q given positions q, veloities _q, and aelerations �q.Forward dynamis is used for simulation, e.g. to simulate a tableloth being draped over a table orto simulate the motion of Luxo given joint torque inputs provided by the user. Inverse dynamis isused in robotis when the desired motion of the robot is known and joint torques must be omputedto reate that motion. Inverse dynamis is less diretly useful in animation than in robotis, beausean animated harater an be moved along any desired path without knowing the required torques.Joint torques an be useful, however, for ensuring that motion falls within joint torque (or muslefore) limits. Counterintuitively, inverse dynamis is easier to ompute than forward dynamis,and we will be using it in the forward dynamis omputation.2 Computing Forward Dynamis using Inverse DynamisFor forward dynamis, we rewrite Equation 1 as follows:H(q) �q = Q�C(q; _q) (6)Q, q, and _q are given. One matries H(q) and C(q; _q) are determined, Equation 6 is a straight-forward matrix equation that an be solved for �q.The trik is to ompute matries H and C as eÆiently and painlessly as possible. One elegantway to ompute these matries involves making alls to an inverse dynamis routine. Assume wehave a funtion to ompute inverse dynamis as follows:InverseDynamis(q; _q; �q) (7)The funtion InverseDynamis takes generalized positions, veloities, and aelerations and re-turns generalized fores. Referring to Equation 1, we see that:InverseDynamis(q; _q; �q) = H(q) �q+C(q; _q) (8)We do not know �q, but let's assume it is zero. In this ase (from Equation 8):InverseDynamis(q; _q;0) = C(q; _q) (9)TheH matrix disappears beause it has been multiplied by a zero vetor. Thus, alling InverseDynamiswith �q set to zero gives us the C matrix diretly.Now, suppose that �q = Æi, where Æi is a vetor having the ith element one and all other elementszero. If we all inverse dynamis with this value of �q, we get:InverseDynamis(q; _q; Æi) = Hi(q) +C(q; _q) (10)



CS229 Handout: Forward Dynamis with Spatial Vetorswhere Hi(q) is the ith olumn of the H matrix. Multiplying H by Æi selets the ith olumn of Hand ignores all other olumns. This means we an solve for the H matrix olumn by olumn asfollows: Hi(q) = InverseDynamis(q; _q; Æi)�C(q; _q) (11)The omputation of C and H gives us everything we need to solve for �q.In summary, the forward dynamis omputation requires the following steps:1. Use Expression 9 to �nd the C vetor, the vetor of gravity and veloity ontributions togeneralized fore.2. Use Expression 11 for eah olumn i to �ll in the H matrix, the matrix of mass and inertiaterms.3. Solve Equation 6 for aelerations �q.All that remains is to desribe the InverseDynamis funtion.3 Spatial Vetor Inverse DynamisInverse dynamis returns a vetor of generalized fores Q that ould have produed a given motion:Q = InverseDynamis(q; _q; �q) (12)The inverse dynamis alulation an be written very ompatly in reursive form as follows.The notation follows Featherstone.1v̂i = iX̂i�1v̂i�1 + ŝ0i _qi (13)âi = iX̂i�1âi�1 + v̂i�̂ŝ0i _qi + ŝ0i�qi (14)f̂i = iX̂i+1f̂i+1 + Î 0i âi + v̂i�̂Î 0i v̂i �i X̂�1f̂xi (15)Qi = ŝ0Si f̂i (16)Appendies A and B de�ne the terms and operators used in these equations. Note that the \hat"symbol indiates that a term is a spatial vetor. It does not refer to a unit vetor in <3. Frame�1 will refer to the world frame, and so iX̂�1 transforms external fores from the world frame toframe i.At a high level, the algorithm works by aumulating veloities and aelerations outwardtoward the last joint (joint n). It then uses the veloity and aeleration values to alulate foresin the reverse diretion, working from joint n inward toward the world frame, joint �1. The lastequation simply takes the fores applied at a joint and projets them onto the relevant axis. Forexample, if we have a rotary joint with loal axis in the z diretion, only torques applied aboutthe z-axis are of interest. (For a robot, these would be the only torques the robot's motors ouldgenerate.)1R. Featherstone, \Robot Dynamis Algorithms," Kluwer Aademi Publishers, 1987.
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Figure 2: A partile an be thought of as being �xed to the ground through two massless prismatijoints, one that moves the partile in the x-diretion and one that moves the partile in the y-diretion.A simple example follows in the next setion. The example assumes you are familiar with spatialvetors and the terms in the inverse dynamis equations, so take some time to review AppendiesA and B before working through the example.3.1 Example: A PartileThis setion goes through the omplete inverse dynamis for a partile. (You should de�nitely usethis derivation to debug your projet.)3.1.1 SetupTo set up the problem, we de�ne generalized positions, whih are just the x and y positions of thepartile, and generalized fores, whih are just fores in those diretions:q = " xy # ; Q = " fxfy # (17)The equations of motion are formulated for a harater or robot �xed to the ground. To modela free partile, we reate two imaginary joints { one that moves the partile in the x diretionand another that moves the partile in the y diretion (Figure 2). Beause these are prismati(translational) joints, their spatial vetors are formed as follows. (See Appendix A for details.)The loal oordinate frames for the joints are shown in Figure 2.ŝ00 = 26664 0264 100 375 37775 ; ŝ01 = 26664 0264 010 375 37775 (18)Parameters ŝ00 and ŝ01 are 6x1 spatial vetors, and 0 is shorthand for a zero matrix of appropriatesize (in this ase, 264 000 375). The �rst spatial vetor represents linear motion in the x diretion and



CS229 Handout: Forward Dynamis with Spatial Vetorsthe seond represents linear motion in the y diretion.We will need the transformation matries between joints. Here are the matries from hildrento parents: �1X̂0 = 26664 1 0264 0 0 00 0 �q00 q0 0 375 1 37775 ; 0X̂1 = 26664 1 0264 0 0 q10 0 0�q1 0 0 375 1 37775 (19)Note that in these expressions, 1 is the 3x3 identity matrix, and 0 is a 3x3 matrix of zeroes.Referring to Appendix A, note that �1X̂0 is a transformation matrix for a translation by q0 in thex diretion. In other words, moving from frame 0 to frame -1 means adding a translation of q0 inthe x diretion, whih does reet the situation shown in Figure 2.The next step is to de�ne inertias. From joint 0 to joint 1, there is only a massless linkage, soÎ 00 is 0. Joint 1 pushes the partile diretly, so Î 01 will have a non-zero mass element:Î 00 = " 0 00 0 # ; Î 01 = " 0 M0 0 # (20)Î is a 6x6 matrix, 0 implies a 3x3 matrix of zeroes, and M is a 3x3 matrix with salar partile massm on the diagonal.Finally, we de�ne any external fores. Generalized fore Q inorporates any \roket" or ontatfores that may be applied to the partile, and the only other fores are due to gravity. The easiestway to deal with gravity is to plae the partile in an aelerating frame:v̂�1 = " 00 # ; â�1 = 26664 0264 0g0 375 37775 (21)where g is approximately 9:8m=s2. In other words, having the world aelerate upward is just likehaving the world sit stationary while gravity pulls down on luxo. Now that gravity has been dealtwith, we onlude the problem setup by setting all external fores to zero:f̂x0 = f̂x1 = " 00 # (22)3.1.2 Inverse DynamisWorking through the inverse dynamis symbolially for a partile an provide some insight into theworking of the dynamis equations. This setion provides partial results, but leaves the detailedworking out of equations up to you. We start with veloities:v̂i =i X̂i�1v̂i�1 + ŝ0i _qi (23)
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v̂�1 = " 00 # ; v̂0 = 26664 0264 _q000 375 37775 ; v̂1 = 26664 0264 _q0_q10 375 37775 (24)Aelerations: âi =i X̂i�1âi�1 + v̂i�̂ŝ0i _qi + ŝ0i�qi (25)â�1 = 26664 0264 0g0 375 37775 ; â0 = 26664 0264 �q0g0 375 37775 ; â1 = 26664 0264 �q0�q1 + g0 375 37775 (26)Fores: f̂i =i X̂i+1f̂i+1 + Î 0i âi + v̂i�̂Î 0i v̂i �i X̂�1f̂xi (27)f̂1 = 26664 264 m�q0m(�q1 + g)0 3750 37775 ; f̂0 = 2666666664

264 m�q0m(�q1 + g)0 375264 00�mq1�q0 375
3777777775 ; f̂�1 = 2666666664

264 m�q0m(�q1 + g)0 375264 00�mq1�q0 +mq0(�q1 + g) 375
3777777775(28)Generalized fores: Qi = ŝ0Si f̂i (29)Q0 = m�q0; Q1 = m(�q1 + g) (30)After all that, we end up with Newton's seond law of motion: F = ma! The bene�t of thisapproah, however, is that it is not muh more diÆult to set up the dynamis of a omplex 3Dmulti-body system.4 SummaryIn summary, the forward dynamis problem an be solved by repeated alls to an inverse dynamisroutine. Inverse dynamis an be written ompatly using a spatial vetors approah. To set up anew problem, the following terms must be de�ned for the system:� Generalized positions q.� Generalized fores Q.The following must be initialized:� Joint axes in eah body's loal frame ŝ0i� Spatial transforms iX̂i+1
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Figure 3: A spatial joint axis represents a single degree of freedom that an be rotational ortranslational (prismati).� Spatial inertias in eah body's loal frame Î 0i� External fores f̂xi� World veloity and aeleration v̂�1, â�1Spatial transforms, external fores, and generalized fores may hange over the ourse of the sim-ulation. All other terms should remain the same.Appendix A: De�nition of TermsTerms used in this doument are de�ned as follows:ŝ0i spatial joint axis of link i in its loal oordinate framev̂i spatial veloity of link iâi spatial aeleration of link if̂xi spatial external fores applied to link i in world framef̂i sum of spatial fores on link iQi salar value of generalized fore ikX̂j spatial transform from oordinate frame j to kÎ 0i spatial inertia of link i in its loal oordinate frameThe setions below outline the struture of spatial joint axes, spatial transforms, and spatialinertias.4.1 Spatial Joint AxesA spatial joint axis represents a single rotational or translational degree of freedom. A rotationaljoint is represented by its axis of rotation, s, and by a term related to its position in spae r � s(see Figure 3, left): ŝ = " sr� s # (31)



CS229 Handout: Forward Dynamis with Spatial VetorsThe position omponent r � s reets the fat that the rotation at the joint ours about a line.Mathematially, it does not matter where along the axis of rotation the atual joint lies; the e�etof rotating about that axis is the same. (Term r � s will have the same value regardless of wherer points to on the axis of joint rotation.)For a prismati joint as shown in Figure 3 (right), there is no axis of rotation, only translationalmotion, and ŝ is de�ned as follows: ŝ = " 0r # (32)4.2 Spatial TransformsA spatial transform is a 6x6 matrix that transforms spatial quantities from one oordinate frameto another. We an think about how to onstrut a spatial transform by looking at the ase oftransforming the spatial joint axis of a rotary joint:ŝ = " sr� s # (33)A pure rotation would simply rotate eah of the vetors s and r� s:X̂ROT = " R 00 R # ; X̂ROT ŝ = " RsR(r� s) # (34)A pure translation leaves rotation axis s unhanged, but must alter the r� s term. Spei�ally, fora translation by vetor t, the new spatial joint axis should be:ŝ = " s(r+ t)� s # (35)A transformation matrix that ahieves this result is:X̂TRANS = " 1 0t� 1 # ; X̂TRANS ŝ = " st� s+ r� s # (36)where t� is the ross produt matrix:t� = 264 0 �tz tytz 0 �tx�ty tx 0 375 (37)Transformations an be ombined with ordinary matrix multipliation, so a rotation followedby a translation would look like: X̂ROT+TRANS = " R 0t�R R # (38)



CS229 Handout: Forward Dynamis with Spatial Vetors4.3 Spatial InertiasSpatial inertias have the following form:Î = " M�T MI� + �M�T �M # (39)where I� is the ordinary 3x3 inertia tensor of the link about its enter of mass and  is the vetorfrom the origin to the enter of mass of the link. The lower left term of this matrix is the tensorform of the parallel axis theorem: inertia about an axis displaed from the enter of mass is equalto inertia at the enter of mass plus mass times the displaement squared: I = ICOM +md2.Appendix B: Spatial OperatorsThere are two spatial operators used in the inverse dynamis equations that behave di�erently fromtheir ordinary vetor ounterparts: the spatial ross produt �̂ and the spatial transpose S .The spatial ross produt works as follows:â�̂b̂ = " aao # �̂ " bbo # = " a� ba� bo + ao � b # (40)where � is the ordinary vetor ross produt.The spatial transpose works as follows:âS = " aao #S = [a0 a℄ (41)For a detailed disussion of these operators, see Featherstone.2

2R. Featherstone, \Robot Dynamis Algorithms," Kluwer Aademi Publishers, 1987.


